
Engineering the Environment of
Quantum Information Processing on 
AtomChips: Where Material Science 

meets Quantum Optics

• new book on atom chips
(Editors: Jakob Reichel and Vladan Vuletic)

• special issue on QIP 
(Journal of Quantum Information Processing
Editors :Howard Brandt & RF )

Last year: 10th anniversary lecture
Someone asked me about QIP.

Ben-Gurion University

Ron Folman

PQE-2011, SnowBird, Utah

Science 2008

More information coming up in:



OutlineOutline

• Brief intro to QIP

• Quick reminder of AtomChip

• Examples of our work on
noise and materials



The city of Be‘er Sheva (5000 years old): Capital of the Negev Desert
(UNESCO world haritage site)

The city of Be‘er Sheva (5000 years old): Capital of the Negev Desert
(UNESCO world haritage site)

The ancient city 
of Be’er Sheva

(Genesis, Ch. 21)





A quick look at quantum computing:A quick look at quantum computing:

Decoherence (de-phasing), Zeh, Zurek, Aharonov, Henkel...

The tibetan monk....
Solutions:
• realistic estimate of the coupling to noisy environment
• environment engineering
• non-destructive measurements
• error correction

The short DiVincenzo list for QIP (quant-ph/0002077, 2000):
• storage of the quantum information in a 2-level system (qubit)
• manipulating the state through 1-qubit operations
• processing the information using 2-qubit gates
• reading out the results
• long coherence times relative to the gate (‘clock‘) time (104!!!)



How to walk on the bloch sphere:
starting from the south pole
> 1. pulse area: pi/sqrt(2) , phase: 0
> 2. pi , pi/2
> 3. pi/sqrt(2), 0
> 4. pi, pi/2
ending in the south pole

Dark time between pulses does not matter!
As long as the ‘zero phase’ is counted properly
and there is no frequency error.
i.e. dark time (or pulse time for that matter)
cannot be bigger than 1/line width

Single qubit rotations:



Two qubit gates:

0111
1101
1010
0000

TargetControlTargetControl
AfterBefore

Example: CNOT truth table



Many possible realizationsMany possible realizations
Superconductor-based quantum computers 
(including SQUID-based quantum computers)[17]
Trapped ion quantum computer
Optical lattices
Topological quantum computer[18]
Quantum dot on surface (e.g. the Loss-DiVincenzo quantum computer) 
Nuclear magnetic resonance on molecules in solution (liquid NMR) 
Solid state NMR Kane quantum computers
Electrons on helium quantum computers 
Cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED) 
Molecular magnet
Fullerene-based ESR quantum computer 
Optic-based quantum computers (Quantum optics) 
Diamond-based quantum computer[19][20][21]
Bose–Einstein condensate-based quantum computer[22]
Transistor-based quantum computer - string quantum computers with 
entrainment of positive holes using an electrostatic trap 
Spin-based quantum computer
Adiabatic quantum computation[23]
Rare-earth-metal-ion-doped inorganic crystal based quantum computers[24][25]

An interesting question: is a quantum simulator an intermediate step?





SE(ω): spectral density 
of electric-field fluctuations

Example of relevant parametersExample of relevant parameters
Interesting (Tibetan Monk) question: how close can we get 
to a surface e.g. in ions, Anomalous Heating?

Courtesy of 
Dietrich Leibfried

 best qubit coherence: 
15s 
(Be+ in Paul trap)
 fastest two qubit gate: 
7 μs
(Be+ in Paul trap)
 fastest single qubit gate: 
few ps
(Yb+ driven by pulsed laser)

In atom traps:
+ best qubit coherence on an atom chip @ a few μm: seconds (Treutlein, Reichel)
+ fastest two qubit gate demo 5μs (Rydberg, Saffman), expected 1ms (chip, Treutlein) 
+ fastest planned two qubit gate 1ps (Optimal Control, Christiane Koch)

Warning: people typically use single qubit coherence times when they should use the 
coherence time of a N qubit entangled state

Fidelity or infidelity is another important issue: 
from 0.1-10% (error correction/detection)
A. M. Steane, Phys. Rev. A 68, 042322(2003)
E. Knill, Phys. Rev. A 71, 042322 (2005).

Coherence time goes down as 1/N-1/N^2
van Kampen, J. Stat. Phys. 78 (1995) 299
G.M. Palma et al., P. R. Soc. Lon. A 452 (1996) 567
B. J. Dalton, J. mod. Optics 50 (2003) 951
R. Doll et al., Europhys. Lett. 76 (2006) 547

In ion traps:



NIST ion trap chip module
(Jason Amini)

 2 load zones
 6 improved junctions
 150 control electrodes

 backside loading
motion through junctions
 utilize for multi‐qubit work

Another relevant parameter is scalability and mobility:



Immanuel Bloch

Two qubit rotation feasibility study
via interferometry

One of the problems:
Single site addressability

Scalability with neutral atoms
seems to be easier



One more beautiful view of single site addressability:

Herwig ott



Another problem: interaction strength
Possible solutions: combinations of atom-molecules-ryberg or mediating cannels

Another problem: interaction strength
Possible solutions: combinations of atom-molecules-ryberg or mediating cannels



Some of what you can see in the QIP sessionsSome of what you can see in the QIP sessions
Microtrap arrays on magnetic film atom chip (R. Spreeuw)

~500 traps 
10-300 atoms each

Strong three-body decay 
yields number squeezing

addressing, shifting

sub-optical lattices

10 µm
22 µm

trapped 87Rb 
ensemble, ~µK

patterned, 
magnetized film

Rydberg EIT as a probe
for surface E-fields





A Neutral Atom CNOT Gate and Entanglement Using Rydberg
Blockade (Xianli Zhang and Mark Saffman)

Experimental setup (87Rb)
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L. Isenhower, et al. PRL 104, 010503 (2010)
X. L. Zhang, et al. PRA 82, 030306(R) (2010)



Optical lattices 
(e.g. Immanuel Bloch)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 037901 (2001) 
Dipole Blockade and Quantum Information 
Processing in Mesoscopic Atomic Ensembles
M. D. Lukin, M. Fleischhauer, R. Cote, L.M. Duan, 
D. Jaksch, J.I. Cirac and P. Zoller

The problem of single atom loading:

Single atoms vs. ensembles



Our work hypothesisOur work hypothesis

What ever the eventual particle and interaction chosen, 
chip technology will be required: 

• fidelity demands will require accurate potentials, 

• scalability will require repetitive architecture

• short distance interactions will require high resolution architecture

• the need for different functions (vacuum, particle source, loading, 
control fields, detection, etc.) will require technology suitable for integration

• industry grade device will require robustness, small volume, low power consumption

(=our vision)



Engineering the Environment of
Quantum Information Processing on 
AtomChips: Where Material Science 

meets Quantum Optics

With all this is mind.....

Atom Chip challenge: 
To enhance functional environment
while suppressing harmful environment



A quick reminder of what the atom chip is:

Atom chip review article: 
R. Folman et al. 
Adv. At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 48, 263 (2002) 

One of the humble beginnings: 
R. Folman et al. 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 4749 (2000) 

Applications: clocks, acceleration sensors, gravitational sensors, magnetic sensors, 
quantum memory and communications, quantum computing

Fundamental science: Decoherence, interferometry, many body, atomic physics,
low dimensional systems, atom-surface physics, surface physics, symmetries and 
fundamental constants
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The monolithic integration dreamThe monolithic integration dream

The atom chip technology is advancing very rapidly so that eventually, 
all the different realizations such as optical lattices, Rydberg, molecules, etc. 
may be put on the chip

e.g. Dana Anderson (Monday talk by Evan Salim)
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Relevant grants



With this vision in mind,
at BGU we built a fabrication facility dedicated to the atom chip,

Expanding to different quantum systems, e.g.: 
neutral atoms, ions, electrons, photons, molecules, NV centers.

Services to labs around 
the world:

Diamond Chip produced
for Berkeley

Ion Chip produced
for Mainz

Atom Chips produced
for Florence and Nottingham



A new set of quality parameters: 
e.g. Magnetic potential roughness

Height μm



Fabrication effort deals not only with electrodes: e.g. integrated photonics

Ed Hinds
Jeff Kimble

Our work:
• Phys. Rev. A 70, 053808 (2004)
• Phys. Rev. A 73, 063805 (2006) 
• J. Nanophoton. 1, 011670 (2007) 
• US patent: 7,466,889B1 (2008)

Photonics also for QIP:
Decoherence, Continuous Observation, 
and Quantum Computing: A Cavity QED Model
Pellizzari, T., Gardiner, S.A., Cirac J. I. and Zoller, P. 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 3788 (1995). 

Hideo Mabuchi

Birkl, Ertmer



Fabry-Perot for atoms

Can we make curved light mirrors?
With what corrugation?
Dispersion of mirrors?
Is there importance to deBroglie length 
vs. cavity length?
How would atom-atom collisions enter?
How do we load?
What beam will come out?

Final example of the promise of AC photonicsFinal example of the promise of AC photonics



The place where the chip has the most advantage is single site addressability, 
near field, high gradients, low power consumption and interfaces (hybrid QIP)

Evanescent fields



Example of how being close to the surface helps:

Higher gradients mean more tunneling stability
and thus enable lower infidelity in double well
2-qubit gates. 

(2010)



► functional environment
The QIP environment will require for preparation, quantum control and measurement:
MEMs, photonics (incl. high finesse cavities), electronics, permanent magnets,
metal (current, charge, RF, MW), light and particle sources, light and particle detectors…
(I talked about some of these last year)

► harmful environment
But what about stability, fluctuation, corrugation, and isolation?
Remember for example the demand for 10^4 operations within 
the coherence time.

In the rest of the talk I will focus on noise
(isolation)

Atom Chip challenge: 
To enhance functional environment
while suppressing harmful environment



Quite a few people working on the theory and experiment of noise
e.g.

NoiseNoise

But why am I so interested in noise?
(its not just because it’s a technological requirement)



On the fundamental front:
Its no longer only about size but about interaction strength and type that will determine

how fast something will decohere and into what pointer basis. 

The atom chip is a very suitable system for more insight as the surface
is by far the most dominant environment, 

it is a versatile environment and it is well controlled

Zurek
1991



Physics Letters B, Volume 368, Issue 3, 1 February 1996, Pages 244-250 

Test of the exponential decay law at short decay times using tau leptons 

One may think about this border from many different angles.
e.g. outside QM (here, revisiting an old Bohm-Bub model)



Or within QM, an effort to understand coherence: 

and now focusing on noise….



So what can material engineering do to suppress noise?

S. Machluf et al. PRL 2010

Noise can induce spin flips, heating, decoherence and asymmetries:

Colored noise (blue and red
detuned) can induce random
walks on the z axis of the 
qubit Bloch sphere.

Gates usually have a 
qubit state dependent 
potential. Typically, 
due to the different 
position distribution, 
the transition from one 
state to the other is not
Symmetric in energy.



Theory of thermal noise – Carsten Henkel

Loss due to Johnson noise magnetic fields

Similarly for heating and decoherence!

Carsten Henkel

3 examples concerning Johnson noise3 examples concerning Johnson noise



1. In the case of thermally induced noise the trivial answer is to reduce metal:

P. Petrov et al. PRA 2010
R. Salem et al., NPJ 2010

Current density goes up by two orders of magnitude from large wire to nano wire

Lifetime:



But we can also play smarter tricks:

SC and Alloys: V. Dikovsky et al., EPJD (2005, 2009)

2. Do cooler metals produce less magnetic noise?

The answer is NO, unless we contaminate the sample!



Can we suppress decoherence at room temperature?
NO! Because it has exactly the same T/ρ dependence as in the spin flip rate.

Not true! The little parallel 
sign makes the difference!
Take anisotropic material: 

Angle between magnetic moment 
and the good conductivity axis 
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S – noise power spectrum T – temperature
 – conductivity X – geometrical factor

follow the tensor

3. A final example: 
orders of magnitude suppression of decoherence @ 300K



Lifetime prediction may be readily verified if one can fabricate the surface:

|1> = |2,1>   and   |2> = |2,2>  : first order Zeeman 

Angle between magnetic moment 
and the good conductivity axis 

90 45                      0

But to measure decoherence suppression, may not be easy

But strong masking by broadening due to
inhomogeneous trap (mag. field)

T. David et al., EPJD (2008) – highlight paper

HOPG/Au =18 a/b =3750

It is nice to see that the material science people are starting to

take notice of how environments of quantum systems could be engineered



PS - Anisotropic materials also affects electron scattering in previously unknown ways:

anisotropic materials change the angle
and the amplitude of static potential corrugations

Experiment and Theory
Y. Japha et al., PRB(R) (2008)
S. Aigner et al. Science (2008)



To conclude

Food for thought (concerning timeline and importance):
►Our parents say that they grew up without the television
►We say that we grew up without the computer and mobile phone
►Will our children say that they grew up without the quantum computer?

• QIP is making impressive steps forward. However, the real thing is still
quite a distance away

• It is hard to predict a time line or what the first realization will look like. 
Its not only a question of hardware but also of useful algorithms.

• Concerning hardware, hybrid systems look very promising. 
Concerning useful devices, quantum simulations will probably happen sooner.

• Whatever the eventual particle or 
eventual interactions, a useful QC 
device will probably require
chip technology and considerable
novel material science

• QIP is a great path for the study 
of the quantum-classical border



Thankyou
to the 

lab team!
Shimon Machluf
Amir Waxman
Menachem Givon
Ruti Agou
Ramon Szmuk
Yair Margalit
Zina Binstock
Dr. Mark Keil
Dr. David Groswasser
Dr. Yonathan Japha
Dr. Daniel Rohrlich

Just left:

Jonathan Koslovsky
Dr. Tal David
Dr. Ran Salem
Dr. Julien Chabe
Dr. Plamen Petrov
Dr. Valery Dikovsky

Red – contributed to the 
work on noise presented here



Thankyou

to the 

fab tea
m!

6nm

Our smallest structure 
to date
(a 6nm hole through 
a SiN membrane)

Our smallest 
periodical 
structure to date
(a 45nm wires)

The chip used in our
Science 2008 paper

Grey scale 
grating

Hole arrays



Regarding quantum computers, Don’t buy just yet!

And many thanks to you
for listening….

However, 
already now lots of interesting physics,
and you are invited to the QIP sessions!


